We investigate the role of carrier gases in the production of metastable argon atoms in a rf-driven discharge. The effects of different carrier gases ͑krypton, xenon, neon, and helium͒, carrier gas pressures, and rf discharge powers are examined. A xenon carrier gas provides the greatest metastable population of argon, yielding an optimal fractional metastable population of argon ͑Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar͒ of 2 ϫ 10 −4 at 0.2 mTorr of xenon gas. The optimal krypton configuration yields 60% of the xenon-supported population at 1.5 times higher pressure. Neon and helium perform considerably worse probably due to their higher ionization potentials. Due to a lack of readily available vacuum-UV lasers that can excite argon atoms from the ground state ͑with the lowest-energy transition at 106.7 nm͒, 1 many spectroscopy experiments probe transitions from its metastable 4s 2 ͓3 / 2͔°s tate. One method to populate this metastable state of argon atoms is to use a rf-driven discharge to excite the gas into a plasma via electron collisions.
Due to a lack of readily available vacuum-UV lasers that can excite argon atoms from the ground state ͑with the lowest-energy transition at 106.7 nm͒, 1 many spectroscopy experiments probe transitions from its metastable 4s 2 ͓3 / 2͔°s tate. One method to populate this metastable state of argon atoms is to use a rf-driven discharge to excite the gas into a plasma via electron collisions. 2 However, when the argon gas sample size is limited, a different gas species is needed as a carrier gas to sustain the plasma discharge. For example, we aim to perform laser spectroscopy of the radioactive isotope argon 39 ͑half life= 269 yr͒ of which a typical sample size deliverable from a nuclear reactor is ϳ5 nL STP obtained through neutron irradiation of a potassium fluoride sample. In this paper, we explore the effects of different carrier gases, carrier gas pressure, and rf discharge power on the fractional metastable population ͑Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar͒ of a small argon gas sample, which is determined using a laser spectroscopy method.
To determine the quantity of interest ͑Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar͒, we probe the metastable atoms by exciting the 4s 2 ͓3 / 2͔°−4p 2 ͓5 / 2͔ transition with an 811.5 nm laser beam. We note that the transmission of the laser beam passing through the discharge cell of length l containing the metastable argon atoms is given as
where S 0 is the initial laser power, S is the transmitted power, and l 0 is the characteristic attenuation length, which depends on the known transition properties and is inversely proportional to the density of metastable argon atoms. Taking into account both power broadening and Doppler broadening, we are able to calculate Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar based on transmission measurements. 3 However, this simple absorption method is not sensitive to changes in laser attenuation below a few percent. To gain one to two orders of magnitude in sensitivity, FM saturated absorption spectroscopy is performed ͓as described in Hall et al. ͑1981͔͒ ͑Ref. 4͒ and is calibrated against the simple absorption measurement.
The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1 . The argon sample and a carrier gas are, via leak valves, bled into a discharge cell with a 3 cm diameter and a length of 10 cm. As measured by a residual gas analyzer, the pressure of the argon ranges from 2 ϫ 10 −3 to 2 ϫ 10 −1 mTorr; the pressure of the carrier gas ranges from 6 ϫ 10 −2 to 1.7ϫ 10 1 mTorr. A rf coil around the cell driven at 76 MHz drives a plasma discharge in the cell. The carrier gas provides the density necessary to sustain the plasma. Electron impacts with argon atoms populate the metastable 4s 2 ͓3 / 2͔°state. It is the population of this state that we are trying to optimize. Two diode lasers operating at identical wavelengths are used to examine this state. The probe beam is phase modulated at 20 MHz by an electro-optical modulator before passing through the glass cell with an intensity of 5 mW/ cm 2 . ͑The transition has a saturation intensity of 1.26 mW/ cm 2 ͒. 3, 5 After passing through the cell, it is focused onto a silicon photodiode. The pump beam with an intensity of 100 mW/ cm 2 is frequency shifted by 40 MHz and chopped at 57 kHz by an acoustooptic modulator before passing through the cell antiparallel to the probe beam. The signal from the photodetector is demodulated at 20 MHz by a frequency mixer and at 57 kHz by a lock-in amplifier; the lock-in output is recorded. Based on this output and the measured partial pressure of argon, we calculate Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar. Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ illustrate our findings. The overall qualitative response of fractional metastable population to carrier gas is similar for each gas, reflecting a balance between "good" ͑metastable-populating͒ and "bad" ͑metastable-depopulating͒ collisions. As carrier pressure initially increases, metastable population increases. Presumably lower carrier gas pressure provides lower plasma electron density, thereby driving down the good e-Ar collision rate. Beyond an optimal pressure ͑different for each gas͒, metastable population decreases. Higher carrier gas pressure raises the plasma electron density to the point where the bad e-Ar ‫ء‬ and carrier gas-Ar ‫ء‬ dominate over good collisions. Similar behavior is exhibited when pressure is held constant and rf power is varied, indicating that rf power similarly affects collision rates, as increased rf power results in increased electron density and energy. To simply maximize the metastable population, xenon should be used as the carrier gas, as it yields an optimal fractional metastable population of argon of 2 ϫ 10 −4 at 0.2 mTorr of xenon gas. The optimal krypton configuration yields 60% of the xenon-supported population at 1.5 times higher pressure. Neon and helium perform considerably worse probably due to their higher ionization potentials. The optimal neon configuration yields 40% of the xenon-supported population at 50 times higher pressure. A significantly smaller metastable population is supported by helium. A more detailed explanation of why each gas has a different optimal pressure as well as sustainable metastable population requires further theoretical investigation.
FIG. 2. ͑Color online͒ ͑a͒ Ar
‫ء‬ / Ar as a function of carrier gas pressure for all three carrier gases with a rf power of 12.6 W. Average argon pressure for krypton, xenon, and neon are 0.026, 0.019, and 0.019 mTorr, respectively. The maximum measurable neon pressure was 20 mTorr due to experimental constraints. ͑b͒ Ar ‫ء‬ / Ar as a function of rf power for three different pressures of xenon. Lines are added to guide the eyes.
